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PREFACE

Since Its birth as a quantitative technique, at 
the turn of the century, analysis of circulatory 
dynamics by means of the injection of detectable indi
cator substances into the bloodstream has greatly 
advanced the understanding of normal and pathologic 
cardiovascular function.

During the course of work as a Student Research 
Associate with Alfred W. Brody, M.D., under a United 
States Public Health Service Student Teaching Grant in 
the late Summer and Fall of 1961, the author undertook 
a theoretical and experimental consideration of certain 
aspects of the absorption of gamma rays in order to 
determine if the principle of preferential absorption 
of low energy gamma rays by high atomic number elements 
could be utilised quantitatively for study of the cir
culation by the Stewart-Hamilton technique. As a result 
of these studies and under the support of a United 
States Public Health Service Post-Sophomore Medical 
Student Research Fellowship, the work presented in this 
thesis was undertaken. Original contributions of this 
work include:
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1. Formulation and testing of a new theory 
for determination of organic iodide con
centration in heterogenous solutions;

2. The utilization of this principle in the 
inscription of indicator-dilution curves, in vitro, and in vivo;

3. A Digital Computer Method for analysis of 
indicator-dilution curves applicable to 
many indicator-detection systems.

The author gratefully acknowledges the generous 
cooperation of Robert P. Heaney, M. D., Head of the 
Department of Medicine, J. Raymond Johnson, Ph. D., Head 
of the Department of Physiology, and Irving H. Bernstein, 
Ph. D., of the Department of Physiology, whose donation 
of time and equipment made this study a reality.

Above all, thanks are due to the author's thesis 
advisor, Alfred W. Brody, M. D., for his concern, not 
only for the work at hand, but also for the author's 
rounded development as a research worker in Medicine and 
Physiology. This concern resulted in training opportu
nities in such fields as electronics and computer 
programming, as well as the priceless privilege of 
attendance at annual meetings of the American Physiologi
cal Society, the Federation of American Societies for 
Experimental Biology, and the American Heart Association. 
The value of this studied program in developing the 
ability and the balanced perspective necessary for the 
conception and execution of a research program cannot
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be overstated.
Last, but not least, appreciation is expressed 

for the example and counsel on the qualities which no 
formal program can impart to the novice researcher: the 
enthusiasm, the persistence, the dedication to discovery, 
and the faith in one's ability so essential to the 
willing execution of the tedious with the romantic and 
to the acceptance of the numerous setbacks which form 
an integral part of a research effort.

These studies were supported in part by funds 
from: (l) United States Public Health Service General 
Research Support Grant as a Post-Sophomore Fellow,
(2) Nebraska Heart Association Chair for Cardiovascular 
Research at Creighton University School of Medicine 
through Dr. Brody, (3) United States Public Health 
Service Student Training Grant #HTS-5506-03 for training 
with Dr. Brody, (4) American Medical Association Research 
Grant, and (5) Malllnckrodt Chemical Company.
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CHAPTER I

HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION

The first use of indicator substances in the cir
culation was apparently by Haller (l) in 1761, who 
determined the circulation times through inflated and 
collapsed lungs using a colored liquid. Herring (l) 
and later Vierordt (1) further explored the determination 
of circulation times using Prussian Blue.

Stewart (2, 3) is credited with the first contin
uous monitoring of indicator concentrations and with the 
first quantitations of cardiac output by the indicator- 
dilution technique. Using a conductivity apparatus 
connected to telephone earphones, he injected 1.5% 
saline and collected an "integrated' blood sample from 
the time of appearance of the first indicator at the 
sampling site (as indicated by a change in tone from the 
earphones) until some point on the downslope.

The saline concentration of the sample was deter
mined by conductometric titration of a "blank blood 
sample until the conductance of the two samples was 
identical. The concentration so obtained was inserted 
into the now standard equation with the time of passage 
and output determined. Since his sampling method

1
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included varying amounts of recirculated indicator, 
while excluding a portion of the "tail" of the curve, 
and since he used a diffusable indicator (i.e., some 
Indicator was lost into the pulmonary extra-vascular 
fluid), Stewart's determinations were not exact.

The important modification of Hamilton's Group 
(4), permitting accurate elimination of recirculated 
indicator, was of sufficient Impact to warrant the 
addition of his name to the eponym for indicator- 
dilution determination of cardiac output, the Stewart- 
Hamilton technique. Hamilton was the first to recognize 
that the downalope of the concentration curve followed 
a somi-logarlthmic decrement. Hamilton's Group 
demonstrated that if a sudden, single injection of an 
Indicator substance of determinable concentration be 
introduced into a flowing liquid contained in a model 
system of tubes and mixing chambers, and the fluid 
continuously sampled at a downstream point, a charac
teristic time-concentration curve is produced (see Fig
ure 1) which may be related to the flow rate by the 
formula:

Mhere:Q - Rate of flow 
I - Amount of Indicator 

Injected
c -= Average concentration 
t - Time of passage of 

indicator substance
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Fig. I Indicator-dilution curve in a 
non-racirculatlng system.

The product ct in Equation 1. is identical with the area 
under the curve. If this curve is replotted on semi
logarithmic paper (see Figure 3), it may be seen that

Fig. 2. Semi-logarithmic plot of indicator-
dilution curve in non-recirculating system.
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the "downalope" portion of the curve follows a straight
line; that is* the line described during this Interval
follows the general equation!

Eq. 2, y =* a.e**̂ -x Where: y - Concentration of
indicator 

a*b =* Constants x s* Time
When an indicator bolus is introduced into the 

bloodstream* however* the time-concentration curve takes 
a different form* due to the fact that before all of the 
indicator can pass the sampling site for the first time, 
seme of the indicator which has already passed the 
sampling site la recirculated back to the heart and out 
to the sampling site once again* so that the latter 
part of the curve represents indicator passing for the 
second as well as the first time. (See Figure 3).

C
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ONSET OP RECIRCULATION

TIME
RECIRCULATED ; INDICATOR

Pig. 3. Indicator-dilution curve in a 
recirculating system.
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Since the formula calls for the concentration 
only of the first-pass indicator, elimination of the 
recirculated portion must be performed. Figure 4 dem
onstrates the graphic determination of what the concen
tration of the indicator would have been, if the indica
tor had passed the sampling point only once, using an 
extrapolation of the characteristic seml-logarlthmlc 
decrement of Figure 2 and Equation 2.

Fig. 4. Semi-logarithmic plot of an indicator-
dilution curve in a recirculating system.

The extrapolated line is then redrawn into the linear
Plot (see dashed line in Figure 3) to yield the corrected
curve. Hamilton used a discontinuous sampling apparatus
consisting of a series of cups in a rotating disc into
which the blood was successively directed for one-second
intervals.
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The first widely accepted Method for accurate 
continuous recording of indicator-dilution curves was 
described by Nicholson and Wood (5). Their system con
sisted of a cuvette oximeter, a photoelectric device 
for recording the red and infra-red transmission of 
whole blood, connected by a needle to the radial artery, 
and using Swans Blue dye (T-1884) as the indicator. As 
the name implies, the instrument used was designed 
primarily for use in determining oxygen saturation in 
the blood.

Blood is passed through a flattened tube through 
which white light is shining. Three photoelectric cells 
are used for analysis of transmitted light. One la 
covered by a filter which passes mainly red wavelengths 
and hence indicates oxygenated hemoglobin; the other 
two cells, connected in series, are covered with a 
filter that passes mainly near infra-red wavelengths, 
and thus are sensitive to changes in total hemoglobin. 
The two currents from the two types of cells are used 
to balance one another so that changes in total hemo
globin without change in percent oxygen saturation will 
be equally represented in each, and hence not be indi
cated in the recording; changes in oxygenation, however, 
cause an imbalance by effecting the visible red area of 
the spectrum without effecting the near infra-red.
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Evans Blue dye has a peak absorbance in the same general 
area as oxygenated hemoglobin. If the subject breathed 
10Q% oxygen during the recording of the curve, changes 
in the red-absorbing pigment of the blood would be due 
entirely to the Evans Blue dye. Non-specific changes, 
such as changes in flew rate through the cuvette or 
changes in hematocrit, are compensated by means of the 
simultaneous non-specific change in the infra-red trans
mission where Evans Blue has no effect. As a result of 
the systematic screening of a number of dyes, %x, 
Brooker, Heseltine, Essex, and Wood (6), introduced the 
infra-red absorbing Cardio-Oreen in order to eliminate 
the dependence of the detection system on blood oxygena
tion. Numerous other indicators and appropriate detec
tion systems have been proposed with varying degrees of 
acceptance, including:

1. Organic Dyes
Methylene Blue (7)
Indigo Carmine (8)
Sodium Phenol-tetraiodo-phthalein (9)Coemaai* Blue (10)
Hie 1743 (11) , ,Brilliant Vital Red (12)

II. Radioactive Indicators 
Radio-Sodium Chloride (13)
Radio-Iodinated Serum Albumin (14) 
Radio-Phosphorus (15)
1131-choiografin (16)
KryptonP5 (17)
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III. Gaseous Indicators 
Nitrous Oxide (l8)
Ethyl and Methyl Iodide (19)
Hydrogen Gas (20)
Diethyl and Dimethyl Ethers (21, 22)

IV. Miscellaneous 
Heat (23) , ^Ascorbate (24)
Dextran (25; 26)
Autogenous Plasma (27)
X-Ray Contrast Media (28, 29* 30, 31, 32)

The first proposal to use standard X-ray contrast 
madia (organic iodides) for Inscription of Indicator- 
dilution curves was by Morgan (28) in 1950, who mentioned 
verbally in The First Symposium on Electrokymoaraphy 
that work was under way in his laboratory to study the 
concentration changes of Dlodrast in the lung fields by 
changes in opacity to X-rays as registered on a piece 
of fluoroscopic screen and recorded by a photomultiplier 
tube? Deyrup and Wolcott in 1964 (29) presented a pre
liminary paper utilizing essentially the same system to 
detect changes in radiodensity of the heart, but have 
apparently been unable to obtain quantitative data. In 
I960, Sinclair, Sutterer, Wolford, Armelln, and Wood (30), 
using cineangiography and film density analysis, compared 
radiodenaitometrlc changes subsequent to injections of 
Urokon as compered to simultaneous curves inscribed with 
Cardlo-Green.

In 1964, Sturm, Sanders, and wood (31) presented
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a paper on a method utilizing fluoroscopy and televldeo 
tape recording as the detection system. The electronic 
sweep of the television was sampled by an electronic 
circuit Which could be controlled to analyze any area 
of the televised picture for radiodensity. A digital 
computer was used to compare changes in density at end- 
diastole during passage of a contrast bolus to the 
computer-normalized density of the same area before 
injection. This system makes possible the inscription 
of Indicator-dilution curves anywhere in the cheat with 
a single bolus of contrast material. No attempt was 
made at quantitation, however; the studies concerned 
themselves primarily with the shape and time relations 
of the curves.

Bilal and Amplatz (32) reported flow determina
tions in peripheral arteries using continuous injections 
of contrast material and concentration analysis by com
parison of the X-ray films with phantom studies. Ail 
three of these methods utilized a Roentgen ray source 
of X-rays with the resultant necessity of comparatively 
large doses of radiation to the subject due to poor 
discrimination between contrast medium and body tissue 
and the wide spectral range of X-rays emanating from 
the source. (See discussion of Radlodenaltometry, 
Chapter II, below).
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In the Winter of 1961-1962* the research group 
under Or. A. W. Brody with which the author was train
ing undertook a series of experiments designed to detect 
the passage of an indicator bolus at various points in 
the circulation. The bolus was injected into the jugular 
vein and its passage detected at (l) the right heart,
(2) the lung capillary bed, (3) the left heart, and (4) 
the systemic capillaries. The triple indicator bolus 
contained Radio lodinated Serum Albumin for detection 
with a scintillation counter over the heart, dimethyl 
ether for detection in the expired air, and Evans Blue 
for detection in the ear capillaries by a photoelectric 
ear oximeter.

The procedural precautions necessary for the use 
of the radioactive materials were quite bothersome. 
Special handling techniques, bookkeeping, and animal 
disposal presented time-consuming irritations. For ex
ample, for over two years it was necessary to retain 
eight animals in sealed plastic bags in locked trash 
cans in a locked freezer while repeated correspondence 
was carried on in an attempt to allow their disposal 
within the limitations of the Atomic Energy Commission.
In addition, we found the quality of curves produced by 
the radioactive system to lack good definition, not pre
dictably include distinct right and left heart curves,
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and evidence a rapidly progressive worsening in signal- 
to-noiae ratio (i.e., definition) with each subsequent 
injection in the same animal.

As a consequence of this disappointing experience 
and unaware of the pertinent literature cited above, the 
author undertook, under the direction of Dr. Brody, a 
eerie* of theoretical and experimental attempts to 
determine to what extent cardiac dilution curves could 
be produced utilizing X-ray absorption by organic 
Iodides as the detection system. The thesis which 
follows is a report of the results of these endeavors 
and consists of:

1. Preliminary theoretical considerations leading to the choice of radiation 
source and detector system;

S. Formulation and testing of the quanti
tative absorbance inw# for measurement 
of organic iodide concentration in solutions;

3. Development of a digital computer program 
for rapid analysis of indicator-dilution 
curves;

4. Testing of the ability of the nadiodensi- 
tcmetric system to determine flow in a con
trolled, non-phyaiologlc model circulatory 
system; and

5* Comparison of the r&dlodeositemetrlo system 
with a reference dye-dilution system in 
animals.



CHAPTER II

RADIODEHSITOMETHy

The basic principle which we desired to utilize 
has long been a part of the technique of contrast radi
ology. The X-ray picture of the chest shows the shape 
of the heart and great vessels much more distinctly if 
an intravenous injection of a strongly absorbing ma
terial such as an organic iodide is made shortly before 
exposure of the plate. The amount of contrast material 
in the heart at the time of exposure determines the 
Whiteness (contrast) evidenced in the plate.

The question that we set out to answer was this: 
Could a system be so constructed that we could measure 
the change in opacity to radiation produced by contrast 
material and relate that change to the concentration of 
the contrast material within the organs and vessels of 
the chest?

The investigation of this question involved the 
following steps*

1. Theoretical considerations to determine 
an optimal method of detecting trans
mitted raya*

12
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2* Theoretical considerations of established 
characteristics of gamma ray absorption to 
determine an optimal source of radiation,

3. Formulation of an equation by which absorp
tion of gamma ray* by solutions could be 
predicted,

4. Testing of the system and the equation by 
experimental absorption studies on solutions ofknown concentrations of a contrast agent.

A. Detection of Transmitted Rays
Detection systems baaed on standard X-ray plates 

or on Fluorescent screens suffer from: (1) Low effi
ciency of detection (that is, a small fraction of the 
transmitted rays quantitatively registered), (2) Com
plicated and difficult methods of analysis of questionable 
accuracy, (3) In the case of the methods employing films, 
the necessity of discontinuity of determinations, (4) 
Inability to qualitatively distinguish between rays of 
different wavelengths, a condition theoretically highly 
desirable for quantitative absorption studies (see below). 
Scintillation counting offers a method of continuous 
analysis of transmitted rays at relatively high efficiency. 
Since each incident photon produces a separate electri
cal impulse detected rays may be limited to a chosen 
band of wavelengths by electrical gating (i.e., pulse 
height analysis).
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îaa&aB&ç, .^SL.' gt— One of
the chief disadvantages of the previously described
densitométrie systems was the use of Roentgen ray 
sources of radiation. The main disadvantages of Roent
gen ray sources are:

A wide spectrum of emitted raye (i.e., a 
polychromatic source) rendering question
able the application of absorption laws 
assuming a single wavelength emission,

b. The production of waves primarily of a 
wavelength not allowing optimum discrimi
nation (i.e., difference in absorbance 
constants) between body tissue and con
trast material,

c. Dependence of intensity and quality of 
emitted rays on the electrical stability 
of the instrument.

Monochromatic isotopic sources, on the other hand,
have completely stable and determinable emission spectra 
and intensities. Such a source may be encapsulated in 
metal to preclude spillage or other Inadvertent contam
ination of environs. Such a capsule could then be 
placed into a lead container with a cylindrical port,
so that no emanation# escape except a collimated beam 
of nearly parallel rays which could be interrupted when 
not in use, simply by covering the emission port with a 
lead shield. Variable strength of rays may be obtained
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by the use of lead filters designed to cut the beam 
strength to the desired level.

In order to determine the isotope we ware to 
obtain for this use, It was first necessary to Investi
gate briefly the characteristics of gamma ray absorption.

2. Effect of atomic number of absorbing material- 
As a general rule, absorbance for a given wavelength 
ray for energies below 1 MEV may be considered to be 
directly proportional to the atomic number of the ab
sorber. This well-known principle has led to the choice 
of the heavy iodine atom (in a non-toxic, organic mole
cule) as the focus of injectable contrast media; e.g., 
Blodraat, Hypaque, etc.

3. Effect of rav energy on absorbance— Figure 5 
depicts a comparison between calculated absorption of 
an 89% solution of organic iodide (Hypaque) and of the 
calculated absorption for a similar amount of water.
If we consider the ratio of the absorption by water 
over the absorption by Hypaque as a measure of efficiency 
of a ray at a given wavelength, we will see that the 
degree of contrast we may expect by the replacement
of a small amount of blood (mostly water) with a solution 
of an organic iodide (in blood) is greatest, as a gen
eral rule in the lower energy portion of the spectrum.



That la, for a given quantity of raya absorbed by blood 
and body tiaaua, the greatest change will be produced 
in the quantity of simultaneously transmitted rays if a
lower ray energy is used. 
%, 80

À !
? ! 60 S0
P 40
T
i !
o iN

85% HYPAQUE

20

WATER 1.0

GAMMA RAY Y MEV

various
Ig
Pig- Theoretical absorption of rays of
by weight)

by water and an 85% Hypaque solution

4. Th. "K 3t*H" .ffest— A. wa decrsas. till 
further the energy of the incident rays, we find an
additional absorbance phenomena in the comparison of 
iodine and water. As the energy of the Incident ray ap
proaches the binding energy of the K shell electrons of 
the absorbing material, a temporary "shelf" of heightened
absorbance appears in the iodine absorption spectrum.
It may be seen that maximum discrimination may be ob
tained by use of an isotope whose emission energy lies 
between .033 MEV and about .0?0 MEV. The isotope should
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Fig. 6. Theoretical law energy gamma ray absorption by le-Hyp&9a& and by meter*
alee possess a l̂wsg *̂00̂ *1 half-life* î^ad 010 (Radium 
D) with a peak émission energy of .04? MSV (4? KEV) and 
a half-life of 28 years, was the isotope chosen to fit 
these criteria*

diven a n**wrce with a certain number of unstable
atoms# the iwü rate of th# isotope follows
the Poisson distribution a Mtæn rate scccr^^ to
the following formula (33):

Ha* $.,. 4^ .,— A —   x 100 Hbsre;
tflT* 4* Standard deviation

in percent 
fi** Sumter of counts 

collected
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That is, if a series of counts wore taken en the same 
aewee with the same geometry, and corrected for decay 
rat#, the standard deviation of the individual counts 
around the moan count would be inversely proportional 
to the total number of counts collected on each sample. 
Note that the statistics of decay do not include a 
prevision for time. Therefore, the standard deviation 
far a series of counts would be the sews a* long a* 
the total number of each determination were the same, 
regardless of Whether the determinations each took a 
second, a minute, or a weak* In actual practice, how
ever, lengthy experiments of great precision are 
hampered by alight changes with time in the threshold 
level* in the pulse height analyser and in the high 
voltage supply to the photomultiplier tuba*

Par the ratemeter, the error expected from an in
dicated count rate at any given instant is given by (33):

Bq* 4 %Pg . 3ZÆ . Where:
t/SK (T.C.) %#S -* Percent prob

able error 
N -* Count rat# 

in c/S
T.C. ** Time constant 

in seconds
(N.B. The time constant is a function of the damping 
characteristic* of the ratemeter, which is determined 
by the operator through selection of appropriate
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resistance-capacitance combinations. Its actual value 
la indicated by the time constant switch position and 
may be computed by the product of the reaiatance in 
ohms and the capacitance in farads* The time constant 
is the interval required for the indicated voltage 
level to change from its previous level to about 63% of 
the difference between the previous and an instantane
ously applied new voltage level; 95% response time 
equals about three time constants.)

Two things are immediately evident from this 
equation: First, as the count rate increases, the 
Boment-to-moment deviation of the indicated count rate 
around a mean, as a percentage of the total count rate, 
will be reduced in inverse proportion to the square 
root of the count rate (e.g., one-half the wandering 
would be expected at 40,000 C/R as that evident at
10,000 C/R); and second, as the time constant is in
creased, a similar reduction in deviation around the 
mean will occur. (See Figure 7). Not evident from the 
equation is the fact that a mean count rate may be 
visually estimated from a record of the indicated count 
rate.

The important limiting factor in the accuracy 
obtainable with the countrata mater is the rapidity
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HIGH COUNT RATE
C
0
U
N
T 1C% OF FULL SCALE SHORT LONG

TIME TIME
CONSTANT CONSTANTR

A
T
E "*̂*rv"'*̂*̂* CJ-V-^  ̂**

LOW COUNT RATE
TIME

Fig* 7 Countrate mater tracings at high and 
low time constants and at high and low count ratas,.
Both tracings are presented a# though each were at 
100% of full scale ratmaeter deflection.
with wh$ch the in the phenomena to be monitored

place as compared with the available count rate.
If the event to be recorded takes place toe rapidly in
relation to the time constant chosen, the recorded
curve will be badly damped; although such a curve may
be recovered in it# **ç̂ Mep**d' form by *̂ f̂ M*****̂  analy*
sis (34), the curve so recovered would be identical
with that which would have been produced under minimal
damping conditions.

o*MHp* pay **** x-ray absorption by aelutiona may 
be fruitfully compared to colorimetric analysis as
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commonly performed. Boor's Law states that the absorp
tion of monochromatic light by a colored solution la 
related to the concentration of the colored substance 
by the following equation;

Bq, 4. I «* Mhera; 1& ** light intensitypa^ej.ng through 
colorless solution 

1 - Light intensity 
- through

colored solution 
C - Concentration of 

colored abater## 
K ** A constant 
e 3* Natural log base

The fraction I/lg is known as the transmittance
and the negative of the (base-ten) logarithmic exprès., !
slon of the transmittance is called the absorbance:

Eq. 3. -Log^ I/Ip " -Log Transmittance - 
Absorbance ** K'C

Whore &' new includes the conversion from natural 
(base e) log to base-ten log form.

The analogous equation for monochromatic gamma 
rays we developed from the basic absorptive law (35):

8q. 6. I ** I,***'"*' Where; 1^ ** Intensity of rays 
* ^ before passing t

through absorber 
I ** Intensity of rays 

after pase^hgabsorber
^ ** linear absorption 

coefficient
1 s* Length of path of 

rays through 
absorber
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The situation encountered in a solution may be 
likened to the passage of a gamma ray beam through suc
cessive layers of absorbers, each with it* own absorp
tion coefficient,^, and its own path length, so that 
the product of the fractional transmittance of each 
layer establishes the resultant total fractional trans
mittance by the following equations

Bq. 7. !/!,-(.*^*)i x (**^I), x ...
That is, each subsequent "layer" reduces the 

amount of transmitted rays by the fraction (<^ ). If 
all of the constant absorber# in blood be combined in 
one term and the changing absorber (i.e., the indicator) 
in a second the aquation reduces to;

Eq. 8. l/%g-%e^"^)bleed x (a*^) indicator 
Let us first pass the beam through the solution 

of constant composition and measure the transmitted in
tensity. It is evident that further reduction in trans
mitted intensity will be produced according to the 
equation:

Eq. 9. 1/1- - e"*^ Where:I <=* Intensity of rays passed 
through solution with indicator

I - Intensity of rays passed 
through solution without 
indicator^  *. Absorbance constant of in
dicator

1 * Equivalent length of path 
through indicator
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S i n c e i s  constant for a given contrast agent 

and sine# the concentration is directly proportional to 
the length of path, the aquation may be reduced to the 
same form as that used in colorimetry:

Eq. 10. 1/1. *- e**^ or:
Eq. 11. -Log 1/1. - K'C
Using the heart as the solution container (cu

vette), a beam of rays may be aimed through the blood 
and a record of intensity of transmitted rays continu
ously recorded. Raving established the count rate of 
the indicator-free blood as the X., an injection of 
angiographic contrast material may be made and the re
sulting reduction la count rate used to inscribe the 
indicator-dilution curve. After the injectât* is 
uniformly distributed, a blood sample may be taken and 
the concentration of indicator determined. The absorb
ance constant for the system may then be calculated 
from the following equation:

Eq. 1&. K *s! Where: I - ray in-
c^t tensity 

at equi
librium

8. Static. U.c^ceat^tion..^te^^iautiem
We obtained experimental verification of the above 

theories in the following manner: Angie-Conray, (cour
tesy Malllnckrodt) was diluted volumetrlcally to obtain
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concentrations of 0.5, I, 2, 5, and 10%. (M.B. These
ware the volumetric percentages of the angiographic 
media containing 80% of the salt, sodium iothalamate). 
The solutions were placed successively in a plastic box 
(beam path length, approximately 1.4 cm) and the trans
mitted beam intensity, as registered from 10 millieuries 
of Lead 310, compared to that of water* (See Figure 8).

PLASTIC SOLUTION BOX

Fig. 8. Experimental apparatus for 
static densitometry

Counting wag by sealer for one minute intervals in all 
cases. The absorbance registered for each solution la 
displayed in Figure 9.

The linearity displayed by the system is excel
lent and the deviations of the individual determination*
from the beat-fit line are easily within the error to be 
expected from dilutlonal procedures and statistical
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variations of the count rate.

% ANGIO-CONRAY

10

Fig. 9* Absorbance of solutions of 
Angio-Conray

Table 1. lists the raw data from which Figure 10 
was constructed and also the absorbance constants

œBgæaassaz
Sample

T&3B&E 1
STAT10 ABSORPTION BATA

C Æ  CÆ - B kd. Xo/X Lag I-/I 1000 .TU00 X % Error

sane
only e # 

# A
.01616 .03636 
*03519 *03519 
.06741 , 0337$  
.17380 .03576 
.33971 .03397# e 
e e

* a 
a e

s e 
s s
é 4

+3*9
+0.5
- 3*7+2.3
- 3 .9

Average . . . . . . . . .03500 2.6
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commuted from the individual determinations; also listed 
is the percentage deviation of each from the mean ab
sorbance constant*

#. S'umsary
Am indicator-detection system ha* bean described 

consisting of an encapsulated, collimated radio-isotopic 
source of low energy gamma rays and a scintillation 
detector attached to appropriate quantitating read-out 
instruments. Whan solutions contained in a plastic 
box were interposed in the system, the gamma ray absorb
ance of the system was found to be linearly related toI
the concentration of contrast agent.



CHAPTER m
PREPARATION 8# COMPUTER PROGRAM 

FOR CURVE ANALYSIS

The indl cator-di lut Ion curve has a number of 
characteristics which are defined by Wood (36). This 
study will confine itself ta these characteristic* 
which are pertinent ta the analysis of the curve for 
computation of cardiac output.

The formula used for output computation (Equa
tion 1) requires that the curve be converted to unitsI
proportional to concentration. These units may than be 
used during computation for eliminating recirculated 
indicator and determination of the area under the curve. 
The resulting area is then multiplied by a calibration 
factor (concentration of indicator per units of curve 
height) to obtain concentration-time area for applica
tion to the standard equation. In the case of a detec
tor system whose output is determined by Beer's Law* 
this process involves the conversion of intensity 
changes to the logarithmic farm (see Equation 10). The 
resulting units are directly proportional to concentra
tion and may be used to determine the semi-logarithmic 
outflow line.

27



..Assa
i. hy *he concentration at

acme instant ia considered to be the average concentra
tion over an interval, the area may be obtained by 
multiplication of time Interval by the "average height." 
(See Figure 10).

c rf--*
N Y
C . ' t,
N I i ^
T  'i ! Lg ! \
A -T ! hj Cl * Ci-1
! / h  * - s ''
0 Æ ! ! ^
i " '' I {. I ; ' L  ! ! i _ — <"---T i m  .... """"

Fig* 10. Area by summation 
Mathematically expressed:

Rq. 13* _ . i ** n& *. ët 3* ^ Ci A v
i ^ o __Where: ci - average concentra

tion over the in
terval

At. -* interval 
a* - soma interval at

which concentration 
has become very small

This method yields result* with accuracy inversely 
proportional to the time interval utilized; if the time

38
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interval is infinitely small, and extending towards 
Infinite time, the process results in an integral yield
ing the true area:

Eq. 15. tpt'xs
A - èt - i cdt

t <3* 3
In actual practice, reduction of time intervals

to less than one second result in little improvement
of accuracy.

3- Area by eianimati-y- A  widely w a d  method la 
the determination of area by planimetry. The corrected 
curve is plotted on linear graph paper* and a mechanical 
device 1* used to determine the area by moving an arm of 
the instrument around the periphery of the figure, this 
arm motion resulting in the turning of sets of wheels 
which drive indicator dials. The area is then read 
directly from the Indicator dials. This method is 
limited by the necessity of replotting the curve, by 
the inherent accuracy of the instrument, and by the 
technique of the operator. In utilizing this method 
the curve should bo plotted in such units that the act
ual area, (in say, square inches) determined by the 
method is as large as feaaable in order to reduce the 
latter two sources of error.

3. Counting aouares— This method is probably the 
most accurate of the three. The curve is replotted on
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graph paper which has a number of subdivisions forming 
small squares. All of the squares which fall entirely 
within the curve are first added together. The fractions 
of the small squares which fall within the curve are 
then estimated and added to the total* Reproducibility 
of less than a percent is easily obtained by this 
method, providing arithmetical error* are precluded 
and the curve is platted in sufficiently large units.
The main drawback to this method la the additional ted
ious procedure Involved. It is subsequently little 
used, as satisfactory accuracy is obtained from the 
above two methods when other limitations of the system 
are considered.

9S9BBu&er
The methods of manual analysis outlined above 

are tedious and time-consuming with considerable oppor
tunity for computational errors* A program for the 
IBM 650 Digital Computer (in the Bell Telephone Labora
tory's general Interpretive System) was written by the 
author to perform this task rapidly with freedom from 
arithmetic errors. (See Appendix A). This program 
was devised in such a manner that any recorded curve 
whose height above baseline is either directly propor
tional to the indicator concentration (e.g., using
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dimethyl ether es* Radia lodlnatcd Sanaa Albumin) or 
whose height Is proportional to a transmittance follow
ing Beer's Law (e.g., organic dyes with detector output 
proportional to light intensity, or the present study 
with radiodensitometry) may he used. We formulated the 
program to conform to the following provisions*

1. Curve calibration for linear systems (height 
above baseline directly proportional to Indicator con
centration) is computed from the deflection produced by
a known change in concentration* 

14. ^linear" ***TTT*"
^linear* Calibration 

in fractional

A C  **

A h  **

parts of in
dicator per 
unit height 
Change in in
dicator con
centration
Change
graph in

level
2. Curve calibration for Beer's Law systems is 

calculated from the change in absorbance produced by a 
known change in indicator concentration (Bee above, Equa
tion 11). The area under the linear curve is then 
determined in units of graph deflection-tlmea-time, and 
this area multiplied by the linear calibration factor 
to yield area in concentration-timea-time units. The 
area of the Beer's Law system is determined by first



converting the graphic deflection at each point to 
absorbance units (by subtraction of the deflection from 
the baseline intensity, or 1^, to yield 1 followed by 
logarithmic conversion) and then multiplication by the 
inverse of the absorbance constant;

* "  *S- *A.,t * * *.,*
Where: A.. . =- Area in abworb- An#t &n#e time# time 

K 3* Absorbance con
stant in absorb
ance units per 
fractional part 
indicator

A^ ^ ** Area in concen- 
 ̂ tration times 

time.
After the curve calibration is determined, the 

computer reads in the curve points in "X" (time) and 
"Y* (deflection) coordinates* The points are stored 
as a table, conversion to absorbance units being per
formed simultaneously if the curve is from a Beer's Law 
system* Point-by-point analysis of the curve is then 
began, starting with the earliest point.

Area is computed la two parts. The first part 
("auHsaated" area) is computed by Equation 13, the aver
age height between each successive two points starting 
at the beginning of the curve being multiplied by the 
time interval between the point* (usually one second) 
until the decision is made by the computer that the

32
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semi-logarithmic portion of the downslopa has bean 
reached. This decision ia made by comparison of the 
slopes between successive point# until the first inflec
tion point past the peak height 1* reached; ie., until 
the curve begin# to descend at an increasingly less 
rapid rata (See Figure 11).

t c 0 
i N 
C 
E 
N 
T 
R 
A 
T 
I 
0 
!N

3 INFLECTION POINT

? \? i \
DEVIATION POINT
" ^DEVIATION

SUMMATED INTEGRATED " ^
AREA AREA .. "

Fig. 11. Digital computer analysis of indicator- 
dilution curves

At this time the computer ceases to sussaate the area 
and begins calculation of the semi-logarithmic line of 
beat-fit by the Least Squares method. After five points 
have been included la the Least Squares calculation, the 
computer begin# to teat each successive point for devi
ation from the best-fit line through the points so far 
included until three successive points lie above the 
extrapolated line by more than a predetermined tolerance.
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Tbo beat-fit calculation then ceases (without Inclusion 
of the three deviate points) and the final constants 
for the equation describing the line (sea Equation 2) 
are computed according to the following formulae:

Nq. 16. Einar< -
n$X^ - (EXi)a

Sq. 17. sEXiixRfiXi _3:X? inx*
n?xjj[ - (^ )B

The area under the curve past the inflection point is 
then computed by integration of the formula for the line 
with respect to times- s

Eq. 1Ô. t—  ̂ CSO
&g ** f &a*^dt -*nK

t*-tn
Where: A- ** Integrated area

tg - Time at inflection
K,a ** Constant* determined 

from best-fit line
The separately determined areas ("summated" and inte
grated) are added to yield the total area, and the out
put is computed.

The half-time of the final semi-logarithmic line
of best-fit is computed from the following formulas

Eq. 19. Half-time * Where:
K K *° the slope constant

As validity checks and for possible further
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applications, the computer also calculates certain other 
factors. A complete listing of the output may be seen 
in Table 2.

TABLE 2
COMPUTER CURVE ANALYSIS OUTPUT

Half-Time 
Slope Constant - K 
Position Constant - a 
Mean Time - "5 
Injection Amount - 1 
Calibration - K 
Curve Identity
Last Recorded Time Interval - At 
Bunmated Area/Total Area 
Integrated Area/Total Area 
Summated Area/Integrated Area 
Deviation Time 
Peak Time - tp 
Total Area - At 
Cardiac Output - Q 
Integrated Area - Ar 
Tima of inflection - tn 
number of Points used to Calculate Seml-Logarlthmic Line 
Bummated Area

C. Discussion
A detailed description and a flow sheet (Appen

dix A) as wall as a listing of the program used (Ap
pendix F) are presented as appendices so that they may 
be available for consultation and use by others without 
interrupting continuity hare. The program was verified 
by comparison with nine curves manually analyzed by the



counting-squares method described above. The outputs 
calculated by the two methods were quite satisfactorily 
comparable (mean difference ** +*63%? S.D. . .64%). The 
half-times were somewhat leas satisfactory (mean differ
ence - -.3%* S.D. n 6.3%) but the variation is within 
the limits which may be expected for visual versus 
least-squares methodologies.

Another digital computer program (37) of similar 
form has since been presented and employs essentially 
the same principles here described.

D. Summary
A digital computer program has been presented 

whose purpose was to facilitate the analysis of indi
cator-dilution curves by reducing time required and 
minimizing arithmetic and graphic errors. Provision 
was made for analysis of linear (i.e., graph deflection 
directly proportional to indicator concentration) or 
logarithmic (i.e., graph deflection related to indicator 
concentration by Beer's Law) detector-recorder systems. 
The program in operation compares favorably with hand 
analysis methods of cardiac output and downslope half
time determinations.



CHAPTER IV

MEASUREMENT OF FLOW IN A MODEL SYSTEM

To teat the validity of the method, a model 
circulatory system was devised so that flew determined 
by three different methods could be compared; 1. Radio
densitometry, 2. Dye-dilution with Indigo-Carmine, and
3. A stop-flow calibration method.

A. Materials and Methods 
The circulatory system itself (see Figure 12) 

consisted of; a reservoir from which water was drawn by

&SC!N DETECTOR 4.0M M ETER

^ S O U R C E
MtXtNG
CHAMBER

t. !N JECT/

PLjMP
A —  )

! .

5 .S T 0 P -F L 0 W
CAUBRATOR

.U PPER  
)ND)CAT!N6 

ELECTRODE

. J *  LOWER 
)ND!CAT)NG 

LECTRODE

RESERVOiR

Fig. 12. Modal circulatory apparatus

3?
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a pump, which forced the fluid through a piece of rub
ber tubing into which the injection was made, and 
thence through a tube filled with glass beads acting 
** * *o a RlM^C-tBR (3 x 3 x 5 cm.)
acting as a "heart" and finally through the stop-flow 
device back to the reservoir. A cuvette oximeter was 
connected by moans of a wide bora (13 gauge) needle to 
a section of rubber tubing immediately after the plastic 
box la order to record the Indigo-Carmine curve. The 
rays from the 10 me. Lead 210 source described above 
were passed through the plastic box and registered by 
means of a Scintillation Detector (RIDL Model 10-2) 
with a Pulse height Analyzer (RIDL Model 33-4) set to 
accept ray* between 30 and 90 KEV. The analyzed rays 
were passed to a Scaler (RIDL Model 49-53) and to a 
Countrate Meter (Nuclear Chicago Model 1620A). The 
output of the third electronic decade of the scaler 
(producing one pulse per 1000 counts) was recorded in 
the manner of an event marker. The following parameters 
were recorded on two Sanborn Twin-Viso Strip-Chart 
recorders:

Channel 1*
a. "Digital" Scalar Marker (one mark

per 1000 counts) or
b. Stop-Flow Device Indicating Marker 

(M.B. Input selected by switching boa)
Channel 2: Countrate Motor
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Channel 3: Unexpended output of Cuvette 
Cxlmeter

Channel 4: Expanded output of Cuvette 
Oximeter

Par each experiment the following step* were 
executed:

1. Withdrawal of baseline sample
2. Stop-flow flow rate determination
3. Total red cell output recording (I*.)
4. Baseline count rate recording (simul

taneous with Step 3)
5+ Injection of indicator bolus and regis

tration of the two types of curves
6. Equilibrium count rate recording (about 

15 minutes after injection)
7. Withdrawal of equilibrium sample (simul

taneous with Step 6)
8. Calibration of oximeter with 2% injeetate 

solution and water
After the circulating pump bad been running for 

several minutes to stabilize pressure and flow through
out the system, stop-flow flow rate determinations were 
performed by the following method (see Figure 13):

(l) The rubber tubing at the outlet of the device 
was clamped, (2) As the fluid level passed the bottom 
indicating electrode the circuit AB was closed causing 
a change in voltage to be registered on the recorder,
(3) A second change in voltage was recorded a* the fluid 
level passed the top indicating electrode, closing cir
cuit AC, after which the clamp was removed; (4) The 
flow rate was calculated by dividing the volume between 
the electrode* by the time between voltage changes on
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the graph.

'"ri'

t .. *..
< .47 MEG 1 MEG
< 12 V
^1.5 MEG \

1

TO
^RECORDER

Pig* 13. Stop-flow apparatus

Mmxt the red-photocell output (1^) was determined by 
switching the illuminating lamps off and on several 
times. A baseline sample of about 25 ce was drawn. 
Three cc of an injectate consisting of two parts Angio- 
Conray and one part Indigo-Carmine were introduced into 
the system between the pump and the mixing chamber and 
the resulting curves recorded. After the indicator 
concentration had become uniform, (10 to 1$ minutes 
after injection) an equilibrium sample was drawn for 
calibration of the radiodenaitometric system. Fresh 
water followed by 2% injectate were then introduced 
into the cuvette for calibration of the dye system.
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B,
A total of fifteen flow rate determinations were 

performed* Ten flow determinations were performed 
starting with fresh water each time, and five deter
minations in which the indicator substance was allowed 
to accumulate in the system.

Sample curves produced in the system are illus
trated in Figure 14.

Recirculation in this system, in relation to the 
passage time of the curve itself, was considerably 
delayed a* compared to physiologic systems. Recircula
tion peaks appeared at about 90 seconds, and the initial 
bolus was cleared practically to zero indicator concen
tration before second-pass indicator became evident.

The change in concentration of indicator in the
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equilibrium end baseline samples ware analysed by two 
independent systems. First, the Indigo-Carmine con
centration was determined by spectrophotometric 
analysis at 590 millimicrons. Concentrations were next 
determined by use of a radlodenaitometric cuvette con
sisting of a plastic tube of about 7 cm. beam path 
length. The injectate concentrations in each case 
were determined on the basis of an absorbance constant 
calculated by introduction of standard dilutions of 
Injectate in water. The event-marking scaler record 
yielded a permanent "digital" recording of count rate 
by the following formula!

Sq. 20. Count rota - *o. of BUHe* * Count./uulae
Interval between 1st and lastpulse

This circuit was devised for the following reason*! 
calibration of the countrate meter and its recording 
system by the "digital" recording of two widely separated 
count rates and the consequent deflection produced on 
the ratemoter record; and calculation of the absorbance 
constant for the curve by means of Equation 11.

The absorbance constant for the radlodenaitometric 
curves were calculated by the change in transmitted 
beam intensity from baseline to equilibrium as deter
mined by the event-marking scaler record divided by the
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change in concentration between the baseline and equi
librium samples*

K - .Coq * ''baseline
The absorbance constant for the dye curve was 

calculated from the deflection produced by the 2% solu
tion of injectate aa opposed to water:

Rq. 22. K
Where:
K ^ Absorbance constant 
I - la-deflection pro

duced
lo X th e  empirical 

correction factor 
(.833? see below)

Since no compensation for oxyhemoglobin was 
necessary in this system* only the output of the red-
detecting cell of the oximeter was used. It was found
that the 1^ for the oximeter could not be equated to the 
total output of the photocell* but rather to a certain 
fraction of that output (f) which was determined as 
follows:

1. The total output of the photocell (in terms of 
a chart deflection) was measured with water in the 
cuvette by switching on and off the illuminating lamps. 
The height of the deflection produced was called I f

2. The outputs of a series of calibrating solu
tions of Indigo-Carmine were determined by subtraction 
from of the deflection produced by alternating each
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of the solution# with water.
3. Tabulation of the initial data showed that

the 1$ value was too large to yield satisfactory adher
ence to Beer's law for the sequence of solutions. By a 
sequence of trials, a correction factor (f) was obtained 
which, whan Multiplied by Ij., produced an I<, from which 
the deflections could be subtracted to produce adherence 
to Beer's law within the range of concentration encoun
tered in these studies* (Bee Table 3).

TABLE 3
nAT.TWRA'T'YfMi poR MOSEL FLOWS

% cone. K K
f — 1.0 .833

0.4 '
1 o .6

19*79
20.20

23.8a
24.43

0*8 19.97 24.251.0 20.19 24.61
2.0 18.81 23*49
3*0 17.73 22.52
4.0 16.32 21.26
6.0 15.20 20.89

Notes
The deflection produced by switch

ing off the illuminating lamps for a 
moment (1+) was multiplied by an em
pirically determined correction factor 
If) to obtain 1^. Since the injectate 
contained only 1/3 as much dye, f was 
chosen for least mean error below 3% 
Indigo-Carmine (6% injectate).
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Analysis of curves was performed by the computer 

program described above. Statistical analysis of the 
output data was also computer analysed utilizing stan
dard equations {see Appendix B).

The flow rates for each experiment as calculated 
from: 1. the stop-flow device, 2. the Indigo-Carmine 
curve, and 3. the radiodensitometrio curve inscribed 
by the ratemeter, are graphically presented in Figure 15

400

300
FLOW 33? 
CC/MIN,

r 200

100

DENSIT.
DYE
STOP-FLOW

EXPERIMENT NUMBER
15 20. . 3 . . !    . .j.....!  ! jt

Pig. 15. Model flow rate determinations

jLO
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A comparison of each flow with the other by com
puting the ratios of each flow to the other and the 
statistical data are represented in Table 4. The com
parison of half-time* may be seen in Figure 16.

TABLE 4
MOREL SYSTEM FLOW RATES AND 

FLOW RATE RATIOS

Reas.
flow

s.y. sj?,.... &yoe!ye dens. dens.

Table 5 compares four curve characteristics as 
statistically analyzed by the computer program. (N.B. 
The mean time is a point in time that divides the area 
into two equal halves).
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Fig. 16. Half-times of curves recorded 
by the two methods

' TABLE 5
STATISTICAL COMPARISON OF 

CURVE ANALYSIS

Avg. Ratio Dye/Oens. S.<0. r
Half-time 1.043 .104 .130
Kean time 
Area

.986

.OP A
.065
.068

Output .999 .132 .312

C. DISCUSSION
The system has fixed dilutions! volumes and 

reasonably constant flow rates over the period from 
injection through inscription of the curves. The half
times are determined by these two factors and should 
therefore evidence a lew standard deviation of ratios
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and a high correlation coefficient. One may explain 
lew correlation on the basis of a narrow range of values; 
the 10.4% standard deviation of ratios, however, is still 
larger than would be anticipated from normal reading 
error. This variability la doubtless due in large part 
to the difficulty in reading the radiodenaitometric 
curve due to the statistical "noise" produced by varia
tion in decay rata of the isotope (see pages 1? and 18 

on the statistics of counting). This difficulty would 
be decreased by an increase in radiation level and/or 
by increased contrast for the same amount of injectate 
(as, for example, by increasing beam path length).

The source of the variation between the calcula
ted outputs may partially be illuminated by examination 
of Table 5 with the formula for flow in mind:

Eq. 23 ' Q . 60 . x I 
" A x l/K

For any single flow the amount of injectate (I) is iden
tical for the two methods. The difference between the
correlation coefficient and standard deviation of the
ratios of the areas as compared to those of the outputs 
can therefore only be ascribed to the single remaining 
variable in the system, the calibration of the two systems. 

Table 6 lists the concentration of baseline and
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equilibrium samples as determined by the two systems.

TAÏ3TK 6
IMJECTATE CONCENTRATIONS IN EQUILIBRIUM SAMPLES COLORIMETRY ANB BY RABI0BEN3ITOMî THY

NS. Color. 
Cone, 
in %

Radio.
Cone, 
in %

% Biff,

10
11
12
S
15
16 
1? 18A 
18B 
1 %  1 ^  
20 
21

AV9. + 1.5

It will be noted that the variations in values 
obtained are somewhat greater than would be desired.
This is probably due to low resolution in both systems 
due to non-optimal absorbance values (optimum about 0.5 
to 0.25; colorimetric absorbances averaged about 0.18 
while the radiodensltometrlc figures averaged about 0.03). 
Assuming stability of the electrical components, calibra
tion of the curves should be very close to the same
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figura from experiment to experiment. Figure 17 demon
strates that this was Indeed true for the dye-oximeter 
system but that the radiodensity system calibration 
varied considerably.

Fig. 17. Dye detection system and radiodensi 
tometry system curve calibrations

Hote that the dye calibration was performed with a 3% 
solution of injectate while the radiodensitometric
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system mas calibrated from the change In absorbance in 
the pre- and post-curve absorbance (usually about 0.5% 
injectate difference). If the average of the calibra
tions is used for all radiodensity curves* the values 
appearing in Figure 18 and Table 7 result. Mete the 
improvement in consistency between flew rates.

-300
FLOW IN CC/MIN.

200

100

LEGEND:
DENSIT.
DYE
STOP-FLOW

EXPERIMENT NUMBER 
3L0 15 20

Fig. 18. Model flow rates using average density 
calibration
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more accurately determine the combined and separate 
affecta of these factors and methods for their elimina
tion. Subsequent studies utilised a wider range of 
standard injeetate dilutions, longer counting periods, 
and more frequent counting of water blanks in an attempt 
to improve accuracy of radlodensltometric sample analysis.

The variability evidenced in the model flow 
studies is somewhat larger than what would be desired 
for application of the method to a physiologic system. 
Further definition of ncn-phygiologic variability would 
require extensive experimentation, however, and it was 
impossible to predict whether the system would even 
approach feasability in the physiologic system. It was 
therefore considered advisable to carry the study into 
the physiologic system to determine if physiologie 
variables would allow flow determinations at approxi
mately the same level of confidence.



CHAPTER V
DETERMINATION OF CARDIAC OUTPUT IN DOGS

The expérimenta to be described were conducted 
in conjunction with a second study whose purpose wag 
a comparison of dye-dilution with the dimethyl ether 
method for determining cardiac output and with a 
third project whose purpose was the determination of 
circulation times and central circulatory volumes. 
Only the results of the comparison of radiodenalto- 
metric and dye-dilution cardiac output* will be con
sidered here.

A. Materials and Methods
Each dog was prepared for experimentation by 

the following surgical procedures:
1. A tracheotomy tube was inserted and 

double-tied to prevent leakage during 
alternate positive-negative pressure 
ventilation.

2. A P.E. 200 catheter was inserted in 
the right external jugular vein to a 
length Judged to approximate the tip
to the right atrial opening; this cath
eter was used for indicator injections.

3. An 8 cm. section of P.E. 240 tubing was 
inserted in the right femoral artery for 
sampling of arterial blood for dye- 
dilution curves.

34
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4. A 10 am. section of P.E. 150 tubing was in
serted In the right femoral vein for 
injection of Nembutal and any other 
solutions required.

5. A 10 cm. section of P.E. 240 tubing 
was inserted in the left femoral vein 
for reinfusion of blood taken during 
an experiment which was not to be 
saved for analysis.

The dog was then placed in the supine position 
on the experimental table. Alternate positive-negative 
pressure respiration was carried out with 100% oxygen 
at a rate of 56 strokes per minute and a stroke volume 
of 50 cc. plus 10 cc. per Kg; the resulting (external) 
airway pressure was between +10 and -$ mm. Hg.

The following parameters were recorded for this
study:

1. Airway pressure (respiration),
2. EKB (heart beat),
3. Cuvette oximeter (deflection due to dye),
4. Injection line pressure (time of injection),
5. Ratemeter output (deflection due to radio

density,
6. "Digital" event-marking sealer output 

(radiodensity calibration),
7. Two channels at different gains for dimethyl 

ether concentration in breath,
8. Event marker (sampling periods).
The injectate used was a mixture of 5 cc. of 

Evans Blue dye (.625 mg. %) and 45 ce. of Anglo-Conray 
(courtesy Mallinekrodt) saturated with dimethyl ether 
for five to seven minutes at room temperature and atmos
pheric pressure. The injectate was prepared separately
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for each experimental day. Standard dilutions of 0.5%, 
1.0%, 2.Q%* and 4.0% lnjectate in distilled water were 
made immediately following saturation with the gas by 
adding 1.0 oc. lnjectate to 200, 100* 50* and 25 cc. 
volumetric flasks respectively.

Calibration of the countrate meter was accomp
lished at the beginning and the end of an experimen
tal day by the method used la the model studies. With 
the ratemeter set at a long (5 second) time constant* 
two widely separate count rates were recorded on both 
the ratemeter and the "digital" scaler channels^ the 
change in trace level in the ratemeter channel was 
divided by the change in count rate as determined by 
the "digital" channel to yield a calibration in centi
meters per count per second.

The injection line was filled with lnjectate 
before the beginning of each experiment. Each experi
ment entailed the following steps:

1 . Starting of blood flow through oximeter
of ("A") sample

2. Recording of baseline count rate (simul
taneous with Step 1)

3. Injection of indicator bolus and recording 
of dilution curves

4. Collection of high-concentration ("B") 
sample during peak of dye curve

5. Collection of equilibrium ("C") sample 
(about 40 seconds after dye curve peak)

6. Recording of equilibrium count rate 
(simultaneous with Step 5)

7. Calibration of oximeter by refluahlng
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separately "A", "B", and "6" samples
8, Return of blood to dog taken through 

oximeter but not needed for analysis.
Flow was started in the oximeter by using a small 

back-flush of heparinized saline. Ones adequate flow 
was attained, and about 5 seconds had elapsed to allow 
clearing of the saline from the artery and the cuvette, 
the 20 cc. "A* or baseline sample was taken In a hepar
inized plastic vial marked off in 5 cc. units; as was 
the case also for the "B" and "0" samples, oximeter 
flow rate and sample collection time were indicated by 
depressing the event-marker for each 5 cc. of blood 
collected in the vial. An injection of 5 cc. of the 
indicator mixture was then made. The oximeter channel 
was monitored for the appearance of the indicator at 
the femoral artery and one to two seconds later the 
15 cc. "B" sample was begun. After the indicator con
centration appeared stabilized, as monitored in the 
oximeter channel, the 20 cc. "C" or equilibrium sample 
was taken, and arterial flow through the cuvette ter
minated. Each of the three samples were capped and 
thoroughly mixed by inversion. These samples were each 
then refluzhed in succession through the cuvette, first 
in one direction and then the other, at two flow rates 
designed to bracket (one higher and one lower than) the 
flow rate during drawing of the samples. During each
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passage, the oximeter amplifier wag switched from elec
trical zero (no input) to the photocell input position 
so that cuvette calibration could be rendered indepen
dent of changes in electrical zero of the amplifier.
The heparinized excess blood collected from the cuvette 
was than reinfused into the animal to prevent excess 
blood volume depletion.

After micro-hematocrit determinations in 75 Mm. 
tubes, the three samples were treated according to the 
scheme in Figure 19 for determination of Evans Blue and 
Anglo-Conray concentration.

Fig. 19. Sample analysis flow chart 
Whole blood radiodenaity was determined using the 

same apparatus and techniques as described for the model 
studies, except that the total count collected through 
each sample was extended to exceed 100,000 counts and 
the four standard solutions mentioned above were utilized 
instead of the single standard solution used in the
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model studies. Since & number of repetitive arithmetic 
operations are involved in the determination of Angio- 
Conray concentration in a sample from raw count data, 
this process was computer programmed to minimize error 
and time involved. The program involved essentially 
the same steps used in the modal flow studies and is 
discussed In detail in Appendix C.

The calibration of the radiodensltometric curves 
were carried out in a manner similar to that utilized 
for the model flow studies. The baseline count rate 
(Ip) was taken from the period Immediately before in
jection. The equilibrium count rate was taken over a 
period equal to the duration of the equilibrium samp
ling time but earlier than the actual sampling time 
by an interval equal to the time of travel of the indi
cator from the heart to the point of collection. To 
determine the time displacement involved, the dye curve 
and the densitométrie curve were examined in turn and 
the mean time estimated for each. (The mean time of a 
curve is defined as that instant in time when one-half 
of the area lies to the right and one-half to the left). 
The interval between mean times was used to displace 
the equilibrium count interval backwards in time from 
the equilibrium sample time. The curve calibration was 
computed in terms of the standard absorbance equation:



Eq. 24. _ -Log I.a/Ie 
^ " 3e - C&

s* Concentration of "n" sample 
Equilibrium count rata 

lo ^ Baseline count rata 
K " Absorbance constant for 

curve
A visual extrapolation in a roughly semi-loga

rithmic manner was drawn on the original record begin
ning at the time of recirculation. The onset of 
recirculation was often not obvious from inspection of 
the curve and in these cases recirculation was judged 
to begin at a point of the curve simultaneous to the 
point on the downslepe of the dye curve where the 
indicator had reached 2/3 of its peak value. This 
point in time appears to approximate the circulation 
times seen in the curves of Wood (38) using injections 
of cardio-areen in the distal pulmonary artery and 
simultaneous recording of dilution curves in the femoral 
artery and right atrium of dogs.

The curve thus corrected was read at one-half 
second intervals and analyzed by a computer program 
(see Appendix D) which converted the deflection from 
baseline into absorbance units and "integrated" the 
resulting figures for the entire curve in increments of 
one-half second without definition of a semi-logarithml 
outflow segment. The resulting area was then applied
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by the computer in the standard output formula (Equa- h
tien 1) along with the curve calibration constant 
computed as above (Equation 24).

Serum Evans Blue concentrations were corrected 
for hemolysis by a modification of the method of Hamil
ton, et al.(3$). This method utilizes an additional 
absorbance reading at 540 milllmicra to subtract the 
hemoglobin absorbance at 625 milllmicra from the total 
absorbance to yield that due to Evans Blue alone. This 
latter process involves the use of simultaneous aqua
tions and is outlined in Appendix E along with the 
computer program utilized for this purpose. Serum 
colorimetry was performed on a Beckman DU Spectrophoto
meter between 34 and 48 hours after the samples were 
obtained.

The deflections from electrical zero on the 
original recording and the whole blood concentrations 
of Evans Blue in the respective samples were listed in 
tabular form and the calibration factor for each curve 
computed according to the following formula;

Where;
K - calibration in %injectate per cm. 

deflection 
Cn=* Concentration of
Dn*= Refluah deflection 

from electrical 
zero of "n" sample
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Since the oximeter-amplifier system used responded 
nearly linearly to changez in concentration, the Evans 
Blue curves were handled as linear curve* on the standard 
indicator-dilution curve analysis computer program (see 
Appendix A).

8;,.Basants
The curve* produced by the radiodenaitometric 

system were dependent on the geometrical positioning 
of the gamma ray beam in relationship to the heart: 
predominantly right heart (Figure 20), left heart (Fig
ure 21) or right and left heart dilution curves (Figure 
22) could be recorded.

Fig. 20. Right heart curve— the beam was directed 
primarily through the right ventricle
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Big. 21. Left heart curve— the beam was directed 
primarily through the left ventricle

Pig. 22. Right and left heart curve— the beam was 
directed through both ventricles simul
taneously
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For these studies an attempt was made to produce the 
latter type of curve, i.e., a right and left heart curve, 
with peak heights approximately equal; in the six dogs 
reported and in later studies this was possible in all 
but about one-fourth of the dogs, failure being due 
probably to variations from dog to dog in anatomic 
location of the respective ventricles.

The results of the simultaneous flow determina
tions for thirteen experiments in six dogs by the two 
systems are listed in Table 8 along with the statisti* 
cal analysis performed by the computer program (see 
Appendix B).

TABLE 8
FLOW RATES AND FLOW BATE RATIOS IN ANIMALS

Mote: Cardiac output by dye and radiodansltometrB 
systems in 13 experiments and 6 dogs.
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Ma significant systematic deviation is evident in the 
ratio of flaws determined by the two systems.

C, Piscuasiop
It became evident from our early pilot studies 

that the downslope portion of many of our radiodensl- 
tometric curves could not be fitted to a semi-loga
rithmic slope due to statistical "noise" and to the 
fact that we were "sampling" indicator concentration 
in several locations at once; this has also been the 
experience of Joyet, et al. using narrow colli
mation with RI&A radiocardiograms. Inspection of the 
curves indicated that a reasonable rate of outflow 
from the probable time of onset of recirculation in
cluded a small fraction (leas than 10%) of the total 
area in most cases. The extrapolated segment thus 
could be substantially in error but have little effect 
on the ultimate quantitation of cardiac output.

The standard deviation of 23.7% between flow 
rates determined by the two systems is almost double 
that of 13.1% noted for the modal flow studies. It is 
also larger than the 10 to 15% value reported in similar 
cardiac output comparisons (4l, 42). It is far from 
clear at this point that some of the variation evident 
was not due to the methodology utilized for the output 
determinations by the Evans Blue technique. Table 9
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lists the calibration factors for the low ("A" versus 
C") and high ("A" versus "B") concentration samples.

It will be noted that the difference between the cali
bration factors is sometimes quite large. This may be 
interpreted either as a lack of stability of the oximeter 
channel or a* a lack of linearity.

TABLE 9
EVANS BLUE CALIBRATIONS

Date
High Cone. Average Calib. Calib. (%/Cm.)

Dlff.
eachfromavg.%

Note!
"Low" concentrations (Equilibrium or "C" 

samples) ranged from .34 to 1.1%: "high" con
centrations fpeak or "B" samples) ranged from
1.0 to 2.7%).

This data would suggest that Improvement of the 
Evans Blue method In our hands is necessary before a
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more meaningful assessment of the part of physiological 
variation can be made.

Hadiodensitometric curves could be effected by a 
number of factors, by far the most pressing of which 
is the question of geometry.

Source-detector alignment is probably not a signi
ficant variable in these studies; the double clamping 
of each to a common frame effectively limited motion. 
Changes In the geometry of the intervening absorber 
are a more real cause for concern; attempts were made 
to keep these at a minimum by using wall controlled 
ventilatory rate and depth so as to cycle movement of 
the thoracic cage through similar stations and by per
forming the entire experiment in as small a time 
interval as was technically feasible. Scrutiny of 
airway pressure recordings failed to demonstrate any 
muscular reaction of the part of the animal to the 
injected bolus. However, transient changes in hemo
dynamics which have been noted following injections of 
contrast materials (43,44) may have resulted in shifts 
of blood volumes to the extent that our heterogenous 
"cuvette" could have materially changed its dimensions 
during the course of an experiment. A change in cardiac, 
great vessel, or capillary bed dimensions equivalent to 
a change in path length of 1 mm. of water between the
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monitoring of the baseline and equilibrium count rates 
would result in an error in calibration and hence in 
computed cardiac output in a representative case of 
18%. The additional possibility arises that dimensional 
changes in different vascular spaces lying within the 
beam could occur in opposite directions and thus to 
some extent compensate for one another. Since the 
hemodynamic changes described are apparently due to 
the hypertonlclty of the solution rather than a 
specific chemical action* an experiment would seem to 
be indicated in which a lew molecular weight* hyper
tonic solution of the approximate radiodensity of 
blood would be injected as a bolus and changes in 
transthoracic* transeardiae radiodensity monitored. 
Similarly* changes in radiodensity in the absence of 
any injection of periods of time equal to that occupied 
in an experiment would seem pertinent.

It is of some interest to note that the acquisition 
of a more powerful (200 me. rather than 10 me.) source 
in early November failed to have the anticipated effect 
in improvement of output comparisons (see Table 8* 
above). This la probably due in part to the small 
number of determinations available. At our present 
state of development of the method* however* the indica
tion seems clear that further increases in source power
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would not materially effect the comparative evaluation 
of cardiac output.

Another interesting experiment which could perhaps 
yield a more reliable reference system is the use of 
an arterial radlodansitometric cuvette. This would 
have the advantage of permitting simple in vitro cali
bration. Such a system would also yield a curve of 
typical morphology, free from the complications intro
duced by 'multiple sampling sites" evident in transtho
racic dilution curves.

Rt.SMg!ggK
Thirteen experiments in six dogs failed to show any 

significant systematic difference between radlodenslto- 
metric and Evans Blue dye cardiac output determinations. 
However, the standard deviation between the two methods 
is materially greater than that which is to be expected 
from inherent errors in comparing output measurements. 
Poor comparisons are attributed primarily to: (1) diffi
culties in calibration of the cuvette oximeter used for 
Evans Blue determinations, and (2) possible changes in 
geometry in the radiodensitometrlc system.

The problems introduced by atypical curve morphol
ogy in precordial curves are considered and this factor 
excluded as a source of significant error.



The results are Interpreted as indicating that radio
isotopic radiodansitometry may in the future represent 
a reliable clinical and experimental method of cardiac 
output determination, but further work is first necessary.

?0



CHAPTER VI

CRITIQUE OP RADIOISOTOPIC RADIODENSITOMETHY

Two questions present themselves concerning the 
technique described in this paper. Firstly, as a new 
method of obtaining data presently being procured by 
other techniques, does this technique offer signifi
cant advantages over those already in use? Secondly, 
does this technique offer the possibility of obtaining
data heretofore unavailable by other techniques?! . . .

The criticism has been voiced in recent years 
that much of the work in the field of Indicator- 
dilution studies has been centered around development 
of Improved indicators and detection systems. One 
certainly cannot help but wonder what sort of restless
ness has struck workers In cardiology to produce the 
raft of indicator-detection systems listed in the first 
chapter of this paper. Of parallel interest is the wide 
variety of such systems actually in use in the various 
laboratories of cardiology and experimental physiology 
throughout the country. This cannot be explained merely 
as a parade of ingenuity or the impulse to publish; if 
this were the case there would be a vast improvement in 
the state of knowledge of cardiovascular physiology.

yi
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The real impetus behind the search for new systems has 
been the shortcomings of the available methods.

The precautions necessary in handling RIS& and the 
subsequently radioactive animal, the poor quality of 
the curves obtained, and theoretical objections pre
cluded further use of this material at a practical 
level. We are apparently net alone in our reservations 
concerning the use of precordial dilution curves. 
Shipley et al. (4$) in 1953 and more recently Murphy 
et al. (46) in 1%3 recommended that further clinical 
use of precordial RISA curves not be attempted. It is 
of interest that the authors of the latter study, using 
the same end-tail calibration methods as in our own 
study, complained of a 15% error in attempting to 
inscribe a line through the rateaeter record of the 
low level equilibrium count rate, a difficulty which 
could be avoided by use of the marking-scaler appara
tus described above.

Ten months of work with the other widely accepted 
system, Evans Blue, has left the author unsatisfied as 
to the reliability of this method as presently used in 
our laboratory, this in spite of extensive review of 
the pertinent literature and extensive experimentation 
to clarify the situation. Indeed, had the Evans Blue 
technique been as easily adopted in our hands as would



seem apparent from the literature, the entire aeries of 
experiments could probably have been concluded six 
months ago.

Aside from difficulties probably arising from 
unfamiliarity with the techniques, however, certain 
practical and theoretical difficulties with the dye and 
radioactive injectate systems are evident. A comparison 
of these along with the advantages and problems involved 
in the use of radiodensitometry are listed in Table 10.

In regard to blood sampling with the dye tech
niques it must be mentioned that British workers (10,
4?) have for some years found ear oximetry a satisfac
tory means of determining flow with the dye techniques 
but this system has gained little acceptance in the 
United States. It should also be pointed out that in 
clinical cardiology, most of the indications for in
scription of indicator-dilution curves are also indi
cations for oxygen saturation and central pressure 
measurements which require arterial puncture in any 
event; this may not be the ease, however, in the near 
future.

Evans Blue has the additional disadvantage of 
turning the subject blue after two or three injections 
in owe day, making aerial determinations for the study 
of human hemodynamics rather difficult.
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TABLE 10
COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF RADIODENSTTOMETHY

Dye Radioactive
Injectate

Radio
densitometry

Injectate Isotonic Isotonic Hypertonic
Inj. Amt. Small Small Larger
Blood Arterial

catheter Venipuncture Venipuncture
Quantitation Qood Questionable Not wall 

defined

I W " " Excellent Fair to poor Fair to good
(subsequent)1 Unchanged Poor Unchanged

Banger of con
tamination Absent Present Absent
Subject
exposure

Biological and 
Physical life

Only for time 
of determine**' 
tion

Areas exposed None Over entire 
body

Localised to 
relatively 
insensitive 
tissues

Ultimately, the question of whether this method 
offers promise in animal studies must await further 
experimentation along the lines indicated. The question 
of its use as a cardiac output method in humans can 
only be resolved with certainty by a suitably planned 
human analogue to the animal studies hare described.

The advantages of Mood's method of detection
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using & televideo tape recorder and computer analysis 
of the image intensified picture of the entire chest 
are not to be denied. Some conversation has taken place 
between Mood's group and our own concerning the feasi
bility of combining the two systems in the immediate 
future by using our 200 millicurie Lead 210 source, 
widely collimated with his detection and analysis sys
tem. The apparatus involved is complex and cumbersome 
and some doubt remains that sufficient contrast could 
be maintained in the absence of a detection system able 
to exclude unwanted wavelengths of rays. The rewards 
would be great, however, if we were to succeed. No area 
in the chest would be safe from accurate indicator- 
dilution analysis, and, with proper positioning, a 
complete series of simultaneous curves could be recorded 
from almost any set of chambers and vessels. The impli
cations for broadening our understanding of hemodynamics 
in various normal, non-baaal conditions and in disease 
states are great.

As a biophysical technique, radiodenaitometry 
offers promise in other areas for functional studies 
where contrast materials have previously been used for 
morphologic studies. Pilot densitométrie renograms and 
hepatograms have already been inscribed in our laboratory 
by recording changes in kidney and liver radiodaasities
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respectively during excretion of renographic and cholan- 
giographic media. In time, ether uses for this technique 
may also present themselves.

t



APPENDIX A
GENERAL PURPOSE INDICATOR-DILUTION CURVE AMAfy aijR PROGRAM

A. Purpose
This program was designed to analyze indicator- 

dilation curves produced in systems which sample from 
a single site in the circulation* The curves may be 
either of two types: (l) curves produced by systems which 
respond to changes in indicator concentration in a 
linear manner, or (2) curves produced in systems re
sponding according to Beer's Law, l.e*, those in which 
changes in concentration result in a deflection propor
tional to the changes in transmitted Intensity of light 
or gamma ray*. The advantages to be gained over manual 
methods of calculation are:

1. Increased speed of calculation,
2. Assured accuracy of calculations,
3.Simple extraction of geometrically descrip

tive terms concerning characteristics of 
the curve* not usually analyzed by manual 
technique*.

The program may be used for continuously recorded 
curves or for curves utilizing multiple timed samples.
The Bell Telephone Laboratories General Interpretive 
system (48) for the IBM 650 computer with provision

77



for fixed-decimal read-eut la ugad for this and a n
following progress*

B. ^thods
The first card to he read la contains the amount 

of injectate used, a curve identity number, and the 
curve calibration. In the case of Bear's Law curves, 
the latter number is zero and this ia used by the 
computer to distinguish between the two types of curves. 
The identification number ia immediately punched and 
the computer proceeds to read in the curve data points 
and process them by the linear or logarithmic (Beer'sI
Raw) curve read routines. Space is conserved on input 
form* and cards by using only one tea-digit word to 
contain both "X" and "Y" coordinates for each point.

The linear read routine reads a card of six data 
Points, splits the points into separate ten-digit "X" 
and "Y" coordinate* and tables the coordinates in 
memory in successive storage position* as X&, Y^, X%, 
Yg*... Each data point aa read is checked with regard 
to algebraic sign (all data points are positive) until 
a negatively signed word indicates that the last data 
point has bean read. A negatively signed ward is than 
placed after the last data point in the table to mark 
the end of the table.

78
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la the logarithmic read routine, an additional 
card ia first read in containing baseline (Ip) and 
equilibrium (1^) intensity levels and the change in 
concentration between the respective samples* The 
equilibrium constant is then computed by the formula 
mentioned in the text (Equation 21, page 43) and the 
data read routine begun. As each deflection ia split 
from its time, the "Y" is computed in absorbance units 
by first calculating "I" (1^ - deflection) and then 
taking the logarithm of 1^/1. The tabling of the data 
and the marking of the end of the data is the same as 
for the linear data. The data thus processed is now 
linearly related to the concentration and both linear 
and Beer's Law curve# are processed from this point on 
by a common program.

The tabled points are now analyzed in succession, 
beginning with the earliest point. The first point on 
any curve is (0,0) and is not read in as such but 
supplied by the program.

The first analysis section consists of the sum
mation of area segments and moments. While this section 
is being carried out, successive "Y's" are being com
pared in amount to locate the peak time; each success
ive point must be larger than the previous one until 
the peak is reached. When the peak is reached, the



peak time is stored for later punching. The slopes 
between successive pairs of points are now compared 
in magnitude to determine the occurrence of the inflec
tion point. The curve must be smoothed in this section 
so that fortuitous variations in the curve due to noise 
do not result in an early inflection point. This is 
easily accomplished by examining the first few points 
after the peak to make certain that the difference 
between the successive pairs of points increases in 
sise until the inflection point has been reached.
The inflection point is detected by a slope occurring 
whose negativity is less than the previous slope.

SuBBaation ceases at this point and analysis of 
points for the semi-logarithmic line of best-fit by 
the Least Squares equation begins. After the first 
five points in succession have been included in the 
sums for the Least Squares equation, testing for the 
occurrence of recirculation begins. Each successive 
point is compared in height (Y) to a predicted height, 
calculated on the basis of the beat-fit line thus far 
described. When three successive points have occurred 
which are larger in size than the predicted values by 
a predetermined value (4%), recirculation is indicated 
and the final constants for the semi-log line are com
puted from the Least Squares sums without the inclusion



of the three deviant pointa. The area and moment which 
lie on the greater-time aide of the inflection point 
are calculated by integral calculus formulas.

The moments and areas are added, the output 
determined, the mean time and half-time are calculated 
and the results are punched.

The program flow chart may be seen in Figure 23 
and the listed program in Appendix F. The program 
orders entered by in memory spaces 500 through 550 
are a basic machine routine to provide for punching 
of the results in fixed point form for easier reading 
of the listed results. The routine is utilised as a 
Bell order +?40x EBB CCC which reads "Unfloat and punch 
memory spaces EE6 through CCC placing the decimal point 
x + 1 places to the right of the first figure on the 
left." Connection is made from the Bell routine to 
this routine by the last card in the program deck which 
la a self load card read when the first road in the 
program proper is called for.
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&.?.................. Æ 9.I38&
1. Input

a. ''Header'* carda
1) Firgt^eard! 736; Amount of injection (i)

707* Calibration in concentration 
unit# per unit deflection 
for linear curves; zero in 
log curve*.

708: Zero
709* Identification in arbitrary 

terms of user's choice.
2) Second card; (emit in linear curves)

(955-5)
255: 1.
256: A  concentration 
257* ieq 
25%: *ero 
259: Hero

b. Bata cards: Hater successive points in X-Y coor
dinates as follows: +yyyyxxxx51 
Where: Y . YY.YY - deflection

X - XX.XX - time from appear
ance of indicator

c. End card: Data card with iaat data point followedby a negative number.
2. Output

1) First card: 799: Identification number as
(709-1) entered in input

2) Second card: Half-time of semi-log slope
(702-5)
- 793: X, log slope constant

(noted in program as 9)
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704: a, log position constant 
(noted in program aa K)

705! X^, Mean time
708: Injectât# amount

3) Third card: 707: Calibration
(707-5) 708: OhMSed

709: AX of last two pointa 
before inflection

710: Rg/A^
711: Ap/A^

4) Fourth card:712: Aa/'A?(71S-5) *
713: B, deviation time

! 714: P, Xp peak time
715: A^ area
71&: Q* Output

5) yiftĥ card! 717: Ag, Integral or log area
718: N, inflection point
719* 8, a* Number of pointa 

used for log line
780: Ag, Sutmaated area 

m  other Memory Space Use#
1. Program Points Used: l-i? inclusive, 19, SO, 21,24,

45! and
2. Bell Program: 1 through 1963 310 through 348.



3. Parameters Loaded With Program:
690* 1.04 Tolerance
691: 4,0 
69%: 15.0 
693* -1.0 x lo49 
694: 6o.o 
695: 100,000 
696* 10,000 

697: 0000000002 

698; 0009002000 
699: .69314718 (Log of 2) 
700: .01 
701: 1.001

500 through 349: Unfloat and 
Punch Routine

4. Intermediate Results:
260: Leg 1^
262: I 
398: Y1 - 1  

399* Xi.i 
400: Y 
401: X 
409 + 2is Y^
401 + 2i:



7211 My, Sum Y Moment
722: Table constants
723: Mp, Current slope
724: Inflection Key Word
735: End Log Key Word
728: K, Log Slppa Constant 

(in program as C)
729* A, Log Position Constant 

(in program as K)
732: AY
733: mp_i* Last Slope 
735* e*l*
741: YX^
742: YX^
743* 2107^
744: ^(K&i x Xi)
745* Y^
746: Temporary Product Storage 
758* Avg. Y time* AX 
754: Avg. X



APPENDIX B 
STATISTICS PROGRAM

This program was written to extract data from 
data groups for analysis with statistical analysis of 
the results of the indicator-dilution curve analysis 
program particularly in mind.

Provision is mad# for determination of means# 
standard deviations, correlation coefficient* Student's 
t teat, ratios, mean ratio, standard deviation of 
ratios, and a checking table of X-Y parity by subtrac
tion of identification numbers.

B. Methods
First, a card is read containing the address of 

the data word to be analysed and a key word signifying 
whether the Student t test la to be applied or not.

Next, a card is read signifying the total data 
group, i.e., data format, to be read for each X to by 
analysed.

Before each data group, an identification card 
is read and tabled. The first data group is read (X's) 
and tabled simultaneously accruing the sum of X and of X^.

68
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The end of the groups of data containing the X's is aig 
nifled hy an identification card containing a nega
tive number. The moan of X and the standard deviation 
of X la new calculated, and the constants initialized 
for the reading of the Y groupa. Then a card is read 
signifying the format of the Y groups to be read. As 
each Y group is now read, the sum of Y and Y% are cal
culated as well as the croaaproduct and the sum of the 
croasproduct, and a table is punched of X, X^, Y, Y^, 
and XY. A negative identification number now indicates 
that all the Y's in the set have been entered. The 
sum* are punched, and the correlation coefficient and 
Student's t are computed and punched.

The identification check table la now punched 
by subtraction of the Y identification from the X iden
tification followed by punching both Identifications 
and their difference.

Next the ratio routine begins, dividing X by Y, 
squaring the ratio, and subtracting the ratio from 
unity. As this is done and the sum of X/Y and (X/Y)^ 
accumulated, a table is punched of X, X/Y, (X/Y)^, and 
(1 - X/Y). The mean ratio, the standard deviation of 
the ratio, and the range of the deviation of the ratios 
from unity are punched as well as the accrued sums.
From this point on, the program will continue to read
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sets of data groups as Y's, to be eagparad against the 
tabled X'a, until a self-load card directs the program 
back to the beginning to read a new sat of X'*.

a. First card: 721: Student's t key word

b. Second card: 723: Bata read format +000QEK3CCC 
(723-1) Read data groups from address
 ̂  ̂ BËB through CCC

e. Data groups:
First eardî 70$: Identity number 
(709-1)

cards: According to data format 
(Any open space) specified in 723 (one number

d. End data set: 709: Any negative number 
a. Saturn to X read: Self-lead ea in

2. Output
a. Squares and crossproducts table: (200451*3)

200*51 201*51 202*51 203+3* 294+5*
^  ^  ^  V i

b* First data card: 797* X

l. input

Negative number - Do t 
722: Bata Identification

!

from each group specified as

columns 1, 1 
6919321933* 2410191019

(797*5)
7%: X^ 
799* Y
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c* Second Beta Card*

d< ta Card*

690*
801* UBS?
803* Hg
804* My 
805* Avg, X 
806: Avg. Y
807*
898*
809* r

a. Fourth Bata Card* 810* r/n^I (810-1)
f. Fifth Bata Card; 811: t

(811-8) 818* ^  y
g. Identity Cheek Table: (350+3g,-3)

350+1 351*a 352+i

h. Ratios Table: (200+5R-5)
300+31 891+51
X.1 XgyYĵ

1. Sixth Bata Card: 
(813-5)

808+51 203+51 204+51
Yi (Xi/Yi) 1-Xi/Xi
813 : X/f 
814: Avg. X/Ï 
813: <?X/y
816: M&xlmaM 1-X/Ï 
817: Minimum 1-X/y

1. Program point# used: 1 through 6, 8 through 12, 14,
15* 18* 20, 21, 22.

3. Ball Program* 1 through 163
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3. Parameters Loaded with Program: 330 through 549;
Unfloat and punch routine.

4. Intermediate results: 
777: X/Y 
778: l-X/Y 
781: ntxS-(tx)S 
782: n%XY 
783:fX?-HK3 
784,
78$: ng-1 
786: 3y-l

767t (iX^-EgS) +

788. (X-T)/fx,Y 
789: Hg-+By 
790: tX<Y 
791: n^XY- <LXLY 
79a.
60S. Y Read Bay Word

(Zero ** Reading Y's)
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SOLUTION RARIORgNSITOMETnY PROSRAM 

A, Purpose
This program was written ta calculate bleed levels 

of Anglo-Conray. It may also be used for analysis of 
solution level* of any contrast agent* The program 
was deemed necessary whan it wag found that the calcu
lations necessary for determining blood level* of 
Anglo-Conray in the animal experiment* were time- 
consuming and that frequently error* were made In the 
arithmetic operation* involved.

B* Methods
All samples ware counted for periods estimated to 

yield accumulated counts in excess of 100,000. Blood 
sample* were thoroughly mixed before counting to re
suspend the red cells.

The order of counting was as follows:
1. Mater Blank
§* (0*3%, l.Q%, 2.q%, and 4.3%)ws^i* Blank
4. Two to Five Blood Samples5* Mater
6. Repeat atepa 4 and 5 until bloed samples completed
g- s0* oaosgreund count
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The average absorbance constant was computed 
from the standard counts.

The .program begins by reading two header cards 
containing the background count in counts per minute, 
an identification number, the inverse of the absor
bance constant, and the tine in minutes per sample 
count.

The water and the sample counts are next read 
in in the order counted. Each water count and each 
sample count are read in with the same card format.
Each sample group must be preceded and followed by a 
water count. Bata cards contain two words: the first 
word is the accumulated counts; the second word for 
blood samples is the identification number and for 

water blanks 1% new.
Each group of samples, marked at either end by 

a water sample, is read, converted to counts per min
ute, and is stored in a table. Mhen the end of the 
group is reached as noted by a water sample, the entire 
group is analyzed for concentration. The program cor
rects for electrical and geometrical drift in the system 
by the assumption that the drift is linear with the 
course of time, and that all samples are equidistant 
in time.

mailto:gec@mtn.cal
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If, for example, the first water count (1^) was
100,000 and the final count (I^g) was 90,000 and there 
ware four samples in between, the 1^ used for the first 
sample would be 90,000, the second 96,000, the third
94,000, and the fourth 93,000. The absorbance and blood 
contrast material concentration are computed and punched 
along with the identification, sample count* per minute 
(1), and the blank counts per minute used (1^).

At this point the next group is read and pro
cessed in a similar manner except that the last water 
sample count of the previous group is used as the first 
water sample count of the current group.

The end of the problem group is indicated by a 
data card with aero in the count position.

Eq. 35* X 3* Sample counta/minute *- Background count
Eq. 36; 1^ *. Mharai

!§& <* First water counta/minute
** Second water counts/ min.

S := Number of samples in
group plus one

Eq. 37* Ion " IpA + 1.^) Where:œon for nth sample in

3= Concentration 
of nth sample



Ë&.XBBMt a#. ,p^,tput^or^)t
1. Input

a. First card: 259: Background counts/ minute 
(250-8)

S51:< Identification number
b. Second Sard: 898: 1/8 where K Absorbance constant

(252-2) in A9/% injectate
853* Number of minutes each sample 

counted
c. Bata cards: 300: Total accumulated count for

(300-8) sample or water blank
301: Sample identification or zero 

if water blank
d. End card: Beta card format with zero in 309

2, Output '
a. First^^ard: A* read in from input

b. Second cards 860: I-.(260-1) ^
e. Data cards: 310: Identification number

(310-5) 311: I 
312: Ip
313* Absorbance 
314: Concentration

N.B. Subsequent groups preceded by 1 ^  card as above.

98
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1. Program Peints Used: 1, 2; 3* 4, 6, 8, 10, 11
2. Bell Program! 1 through 55

(N.B. Unfloat and punch program not used).
3. Intermediate Results;

26l:AI<,
539!
690 + 3n; Identification

number of sample number n
601 + 2n: X of sample n
801: S, number of samples this 

group plus one
802: n, number of sample in

this group being analyzed
804: zero, not used



APPENDIX D

â.3ÏA3p!yà̂

A. Furuose
Standard indicator-dilution curve analysis technique 

as utilized in the General Indicator-Dilution Curve Anal
ysis Program (Appendix A} cannot be used with in vivo 
radiodensitometry curves due to an atypical curve mor
phology. This is due to the fact that the curve is not 
inscribed by detection of indicator passage at a single 
point in the circulation. The curve produced by precor
dial detection by radiodensitometry (or by radiocardi
ography with radioactive indicators) is actually the 
result of multiple indicator-dilution curves detected 
at successive and/or simultaneous points in the circu
lation which lie under the detector. Such a curve may 
be validly analyzed because the calibration of the curve 
is performed with Indicator of determinable concentration 
under the same detection site* as those used to inscribe 
the curve.

This program was written principally to perform 
two time-consuming functions:

1. Conversion of graph deflection points on the 
recorded curves to absorbance readings proportional to concentration, and

2. Calculation of area by summation.

10G
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ïha same input and output format is used as for 
the general purpose program described above.

Half-time and mean time analysis la net performed 
on this data since the value of these analyses are 
dependent on the presence of typical curve morphology. 
However, since sections within the curve may be deter
mined mainly by passage of the indicator through one 
point la the circulation, and because the data may at 
some later time be re-analysed to determine patterns of 
the entire curve, a table of absorbance points are 
punched as the Input deflection figures are read In. 
These figures which are directly proportional to con
centration may then be replotted at some later date 
cm seal-log paper and half-times and mean times for 
right and/or left hearts be separately determined if 
this proves feasible.

The curve i* smoothed somewhat by drawing a 
line through the apparent center of the variations in 
the countrate motor record. The smoothed curve, extrap
olated to sere concentration by the method mentioned 
in the text, is read at half-second intervals.

The program begins in the same manner as the 
general purpose curve analysis program as described for
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Boar's Law curves. A card with the amount of injectate 
and the identification number is read and the identity 
punched. Next a card la read containing the baseline 
count level in units of deflection(I^), the equilibrium 
count level (igq), and the difference in concentration 
between the baseline and equilibrium blood samples. The 
background count in this system is considered to bo so 
low as not to necessitate its subtraction from the 
count rates recorded. The calibration factor la then 
computed and the data read begun.

Data cards of the game format as the general 
purpose program are read, but, instead of the points 
being all read in before analysis is begun, an analysis 
of the six points on each card is completed before the 
next card is read. First the point is split into time 
(X) and deflection and the absorbance calculated. The 
time and absorbance for point are punched and the 
area increment between this and the previous point is 
calculated and added to the area sum. The first point, 
(0,0) is again supplied by the program. This process 
continues until all the points on one card are analyzed 
at which time another.data card is read and the process 
is repeated.

The end of the data points is indicated by a
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negative point. The calculation of output by the stan
dard equation then takes place and the program returned 
to the beginning for the neat curve. This program 
utilizes the unfloat and punch routine described above.

Bq* 39:
^ ** Mheres-MHAo/iaqJ g . Calibration

C. ** Baseline sample concen-
^ Baseline count level 

leq** Equilibrium count level
0g s* Equilibrium sample 

concentration
Eq. 40s I *s 1^-D Where; D - Chart deflection

for a carve point
Eq. 4l; Y -= ln(l^I) Where; Y ** Absorbance for a 

- curve point
See also Equations 26 and 37, Appendix A, Page 83.

ni..J^t and Output Format 
Input and output formats for this program are the 

same as those for the General Purpose Indicator-Dilution 
program, except that those output words"pertaining to 
slope constants and integral areas are net used.

Space Used
1. Program points used; 1, 21, 26, and 43.
8. Bell Program; 1 through 49.
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3. Parameters Loaded with Programs
500 through 549: Unfloat and punch routine
693 jMuvugh 701: as for General

4. Intermediate Results:
860: In 
39$:
399: Xi.i
400: Y,
401: Xi 
750: iX



APPENDIX E

SERUM EVANS BLUE CONCENTRATION DETERMINATIONS

A. Development of Equation and Constants
The problem of determination of Evans Blue 

concentration in blood samples for the purpose of 
calibration of the oximeter is complicated by the 
small amount of hemolysis which almost always occurs. 
This results in the addition of variable amounts of
hemoglobin to the serum. Various solutions have been]
proposed for this problem, including quantitative 
extraction of the dye (49), and the use of simultaneous 
equations involving readings at two différant wave
lengths; we chose the latter method for these studies.

Hamilton's method (39) is based upon the 
constant relationship between the absorbance of hemo
globin and Evans Blue at one wavelength to their respec
tive absorbances at another wavelength , The two wave
lengths chosen are $40 millimicrm (predominantly 
hemoglobin absorption) and 625 mllllmlcra (predominantly 
Evans Blue absorption). First, the ratios of the two 
absorbances for each material must be determined:

106
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at .625^  Hemoglobin abs. at 540 
Now the total absorbance at any wavelength is due to 
the sum of the absorbances of the components:

Eq. 44: A625 - Abs. Hem. 625 + Abs. E.B. 625 
Eq. 45: A54Q <* Abs. Hem. 540 + Abs. E.B. 54o 

Combining these four aquations and solving for the 
absorbance of Evans Blue at 625*

Eq. 46:
Aba. E.B* 625 ^ (Abs. 625 - Abs. 54o*Kg)

Tables 11 and 12 Indicate the results of experiments ^ 
in which the two constants were determined. A definite 
concentration dependence is evident in each. The low 
concentration value of Kg is exactly that obtained by 
Hamilton. The hemoglobin studies were performed by 
addition of small drops of hemoglobin solution from 
lysed dog erythrocytes to distilled water and to serum.
The Evans Blue studies are figures taken in the course 
of the routine colorimetry from standard solutions of 
injectate in distilled water, for the animal experi
ments described above. The relative size of these two 
constants should be noted: a relatively small addition 
by hemoglobin to the absorbance at the primary Evans Blue 
wavelength of 625 mlllimicra will be rather emphatically 
indicated by a ten times larger increase in the 540 reading.
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TABLE 11
HENOtMBIN RATIO CONSTANTS

Exp.
No. Solution Abs. 540 *1

1. Water .573 .060
1.188 .046
1.790 .04s

2 * Mater .418
1,301

.050

.041
3. Serum .666 .102

1.1651.543
1.677

.968

.061

4. Serum .136
.877 :Sg

Note:
Hemoglobin solutions in distilled 

water made from washed red sells were 
added dropwiae to distilled water and to 
serum. The hemoglobin ratio of 625/540 
millimiera was computed from
the dropwiae change in absorbance at the 
respective wavelengths.

The 6̂ values ware found to be widely variable, 
probably due to the comparative size of the small 
absorbance value* obtained and slight changes in elec
trical stability and cuvette matching. Beginning with 
11/6, a different lot of Anglo-Conray was used; note 
that the absolute value of is lower at each concen
tration for this lot but that the differences between
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the constants do not vary significantly from the pre
vious let.

TARTK 2,g
EVANS RATIO CONSTANTS

Bate 1% Kj 3% 4% ^  %-g% 3%-l% 4%-l%

Note:
absorbancS^(K^)

B. Methods
Rather than attempt to Refine the equation* 

which the two constant* fellow, It was decided to pro
gram a discontinuous adjustment of the two constants 
such that three Evans Blue ratio constants and four 
hemoglobin ratio constants would be used, each confined 
in its use to a definite concentration range of the 
respective substances. The justification for this 
procedure is the observation that small errors in the
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choice of the constants involved would have little effect 
on the final concentration calculated* The entire cor
rection for hemolysis is in itself small, usually less 
than 3%, and any error in choice of the proper hemo
globin constant is further reduced tenfold by the abso
lute magnitude of the constant; since the Evans Blue 
constant is involved in the correction as a fraction—  
Kjf(Ki - Kg)— and the hemoglobin constant(Kg) is small 
in relation to the Evans Blue constant (KjJ, small 
errors here are also reduced to insignificant propor
tions. The experiments failed to demonstrate any 
significant alinearity of the Beer's Law absorbance 
constant; that is, the concentration of injectât* is 
apparently linearly related to the absorbance at 625. 
However, after the first two experiments had been 
performed in any one dog, Evans Blue accumulation in 
the serum reduced the precision with which subsequent 
samples could bo read against a water blank, because 
absorbance readings exceeded 2.0* Therefore, 1% or 2% 
standard injectât* solutions were used as blanks for the 
higher concentration samples* In each ease where this 
was dene, all samples from a single injection war* 
measured against the same blank.

The ratio constants for the 1%, 2% and 4% 
standards are calculated from the experimental readings
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from that day and than interconnected by an averaging 
formula designed to apace the corrected constants at 
the average intervals Obtained from the entire aeries 
(see Table 12)* Then all four 625 readings are
utilized to obtain an average Beer's Law absorbance 
constant for Evans Blue.

Analysis of the samples is now begun by read
ing a card containing the identification number, 625 

and 540 absorbances, the injectât# concentration of 
the blank used, and the hematocrit determined for the 
sample at the time of separation. The 625 and 54o 
absorbances of the proper injeetate blank are next 
added to these of the sample to bring the absorbance 
to the level it would have been against water.

The next step is the choice of the appropriate 
hemoglobin ratio constant. This is accomplished by 
assuming that the majority of the absorbance at 625 

was due to Evan* Blue, an assumption that is essentially 
correct within a few percent at high Evans Blue concen
trations and inconsequential at low concentrations.

assumption, the following formula allows the 
approximation of the absorbance at 540 due to hemoglobins 

Eq. 47;
Where;Ab*. Mgb. 540 - Ab,. 540 - A&S.- 635 -

*11 1%
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Orna of four hemoglobin patio constants are than chosen 
according to Table 13.

TABLE 13
COMPUTER CHOICE OF RATIO CONSTANTS

Hemoglobin $40 
Approx. Abs. Kg Evans Blue 

Approx.* Cone. ^1

.099 (Kg;) CMer 3% *11 <3* *l)
.400 to .790 .082 (Kgg) 3% to 3% His (3% Ki)
.700 to 1.00 .071 (Kgs) Over 3% K13 Kl)
Over 1.00 .061 (K24)

Next a trial concentration of Evans Bine in serum is 
calculated* and this approximation compared according 
to Table 13 to determine the appropriate Evans Blue 
Ratio Constant. The Evans Blue serum concentration is 
now recalculated, the hematocrit correction applied, and 
the results punched. The program returns to read the 
next sample until a card is read with the sample format 
but containing zero in the identification word.

C. Equations
Eq. 48$ Kg, - Kgs Where: EL = Average (Bear's Law)

-3**- absorbance constant
EL- *s Experimental absorb

ance constant
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* .  49' K u  - *** + *ia + *ia ' 3*13 * "94
3

K^I - Averaged 1% E.B. Ratio Constant
Rti s* Experimental 1% E.B. Ratio Constant
:Kig - Experimental g% E.B. Ratio Constant

** Experimental 4% E.B. Ratio 
^ Constant

4^2 *** Average
- Average

Eq. $0: ^ + 4 . -
Eq, $ls ^  ̂24
Sq. 58s Evans Blue Aba. 635 -

(Ab*. 635 - Aba. 540-K-) - S i — -
*1 ' *3

&,.Input and Output Format
1. Input

a. First eargt 397: Bate of Experiment 
(397-3)

398: Serum Blank 635 Aba.
399: Serum Blank 540 Aba.

b. Second^cards 400: §% Aba. 540
401: Abs. 635
403: 1% Aba. 540 
408: 1% Aba. 635 

e* third^yargt 404: 3% Abs. 340
495: 3% Aba. 635
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1. Program Pelota Used: 1 through 17# 19* and 20 
g. Ball Program: 1 through 131

436s 4% Aba. $4û 
407: 4% Aba. 635

g. Data carda: 300: Identification 
(300-5) ^

301: Aba. 635
303: Aba. 3&0
303* Blank concentration (in %) 
304: Hematocrit

e. End cards Rata card format with identifies-
(300-5) tien zéro

2. Output
a. First card: 397: Data of Experiment 

(397-1)
b* ^econd^card: 604: ^

- , 605: K^g
606: Ki3

c. Tbird^^ards 703: Avg.
-  ̂ 703: 1/Avg. Kp

d. Data output 419: Identification
carda:(410-6) 411:

412: Kg
413: Abs. 625 E.B.
4î4: Serum concentration 
415: Whole blood concentration



3. Parameters Loaded with Program:
500 throu#; 349* Unfloat and Punch Routine 
600; 9.5 696; .088 (Kg^)
601; 1.0 609; .071 (K^)
608; 8.0 619: .061 (K^)
60gt 4.0 6ii; .4
604; Bauagd Mumber 618; .7
605'3 9&MM9& SMM&$y 6&$ï .094 (4^g) ,
606; OHM**# 614; .077 (4g^)
607* .093 (K-J 613; 3.0 '"

4. Intermediate Results:
700: ifKe
701: M, number of standards used to compute 
792; 1/Kp
703* K.

*??' ^  J  *!g* 635/*i, AMP?"*- h-MsloMn 

705: K^
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